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Spinodal demixing into two phases having very different viscosities
leads to viscoelastic networks, i.e. gels, usually as a result of attrac-
tive particle interactions. Here, however, we demonstrate demixing
in a colloidal system of polydisperse rod-like clay particles that is
driven by particle repulsions instead. One of the phases is a nematic
liquid crystal with a highly anisotropic viscosity, allowing flow along
the director but suppressing it in other directions. This phase coex-
ists with a dilute isotropic phase. Real-space analysis and molecu-
lar dynamics simulations both reveal a long-lived network structure
that is locally anisotropic yet macroscopically isotropic. We show
that our system exhibits the characteristics of colloidal gelation and
conclude that it represents a new class of material, non-sticky gels.
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Gelation, the emergence of a network of arrested mate-1 rial, is among the most striking everyday features of soft2
condensed matter (1) and is an example of viscoelastic phase3
separation where a contrast in viscosity between the demixed4
phases leads to the formation of a long-lived network (2). Gels5
can be soft (and biological) materials such as proteins (3),6
clays (4), foods (5), hydrogels (6) and tissues (7). In addition,7
a more diverse range of materials including granular matter8
(8), phase-demixing oxides (9) and metallic glass formers (10)9
also exhibit gelation.10
Despite its widespread occurrence, a complete understand-11
ing of gelation remains a challenge (1). Two properties unify12
particulate gels produced to date. Firstly, the constituent par-13
ticles experience a significant attraction to one another (which14
may be effective, induced for example by depletion effects from15
added polymer (11)), resulting in phase separation that arrests16
before completion. Secondly, with some exceptions, such as17
local crystallisation (12), both phases are isotropic. The inter-18
particle attraction is closely related to the phase behaviour. In19
gelation, spinodal decomposition (immediate demixing) leads20
to a “colloidal liquid” phase which is of sufficient volume frac-21
tion that its high viscosity results in a long-lived network in22
which full demixing is suppressed (1, 2, 13, 14). Thus colloidal23
gels exhibit dynamical contrast between the phases formed24
through spinodal decomposition (15).25
Here we depart from this paradigm of gelation driven by26
attraction between particles: we consider a system of poly-27
disperse colloidal rods without significant attractions. Never-28
theless in such a system, spinodal decomposition occurs from29
a thermodynamically unstable isotropic fluid to an isotropic30
fluid in coexistence with a nematic liquid crystal (16–18).31
While the phase behavior and spinodal mechanism of demix-32
ing suggests that gelation may be found, it is important to33
consider the dynamics: why should the phase separation in34
our system arrest such that a gel forms? Now the nematic35
phase exhibits an anisotropic viscosity. Although the viscosity36
along the director is comparable to that in the isotropic phase, 37
perpendicular to the director, the viscosity is much higher 38
for our polydisperse system. For suitable compositions, we 39
furthermore expect percolation of the nematic phase. We shall 40
show that the rods align parallel to the “arms” of the gel, and 41
thus while there may be flow along the arms, perpendicular 42
flow is very strongly suppressed. We thus argue that polydis- 43
perse rods in which attraction is not important feature many 44
of the properties required for spinodal gelation. This concept 45
of gels formed by nematic-isotropic spinodal decomposition is 46
shown in Fig. 1. 47
We identify four criteria of spinodal gelation (2). (i) The 48
system must undergo spinodal decomposition; (ii) There must 49
be dynamic asymmetry between the phases (that is to say, 50
one phase is substantially more viscous that the other); (iii) 51
The more viscous phase must percolate (19); (iv) The non- 52
equilibrium nature of the gel leads to aging, in particular 53
coarsening. 54
To realise such materials, we combine real space analysis of a 55
colloidal model system of polydisperse hard rods with computer 56
simulation to demonstrate the character of non-sticky gelation. 57
Our sepiolite colloidal rods exhibit two features which are 58
important here. Firstly, any attractions are small, as the 59
phase diagram is consistent with that of polydisperse hard rods 60
(20) and, as we shall show, computer simulations without any 61
attractions exhibit the same behaviour. This means that any 62
gelation behaviour we find is not attributed to attractions or 63
even effective attractions such as those found in colloid-polymer 64
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mixtures (11). Secondly, the rods are rather polydisperse (with65
an effective aspect ratio 〈L′/D′〉 = 24.6 ± 9.5) leading to a66
large gap in volume fraction between isotropic and nematic67
phases at phase coexistence (Fig 2). While this coexistence68
gap might shrink on long timescales due to segregation of69
the rods (21), this is suppressed by the slow dynamics of the70
nematic phase and no evidence of segregation is seen on the71
experimental timescale.72
The fact that the rods undergo spinodal decomposition73
satisfies criterion (i), and the large gap in volume fraction74
between isotropic and nematic phases at coexistence suggests75
that the latter may exhibit slow dynamics, satisfying criterion76
(ii). Criterion (iii), of percolation, also follows from spinodal77
decomposition, likewise criterion (iv), of aging. It is thus78
possible that the criteria identified for spinodal gelation are79
met by this system of rods, and this we go on to show.80
1. Experimental and simulation methodology81
Experimental system — . The isotropic-nematic phase separa-82
tion of colloidal suspensions of fluorescently labeled sepiolite83
clay particles was studied using confocal imaging of samples84
with concentrations in the coexistence range. The phase dia-85
gram of our system was determined before confocal analysis,86
and from this we extracted the range of concentrations of87
interest. Here we use the effective bulk rod volume fraction φ88
as a measure of the concentration, which is determined from89
the number density of rods and the mean rod volume. Rods90
are taken to be cylinders of length equal to that measured91
with TEM plus 2δ, and diameter equal to the width measured92
plus 2δ. Here δ = 4 nm, the lengthscale of steric stabilization.93
The number density is determined from the mass fraction and94
rod mass density.95
Confocal images of the system were obtained with a Leica96
SP5 confocal microscope using a white light laser emitting97
at 500 nm. Borosilicate glass capillaries with cross sections98
of 1 × 0.1 mm were filled with rod suspensions at effective99
volume fractions of φ = 0.021, 0.026, 0.031, 0.043, 0.054, 0.066100
and glued to microscope slides with epoxy. The samples were101
stirred using a vortex mixer for one minute before filling the102
capillaries. Our analysis focuses on the time evolution of the103
phase separation, for which we have defined t = 0 as the104
moment when the stirring stops. We presume that the vortex105
mixing leaves the system in an isotropic state, and that t = 0106
is the start of the demixing.107
Computer Simulation — . We modelled the experimental108
system using rods with a steep repulsive interaction. We use109
molecular dynamics and neglect the effect of solvent-mediated110
hydrodynamic interactions. Significant though these are (22),111
here we choose to focus our computational resources on sim-112
ulating as large a system size as possible, so that the length–113
and time–scales may be comparable to the experiments. Our114
systems consisted of up to 180,000 rods with polydispersity115
only in length. The length distribution of our model rods116
is described by a Gaussian with an average rod length of117
L = 24.48σ ± 9.06σ. Three different global volume fractions118
are explored here: φ = 0.012 (isotropic), φ = 0.145 (coexis-119
tence) and φ = 0.357 (nematic). For φ = 0.145 we found a120
phase coexistence with around 40% of the rods in a highly121
aligned nematic phase. The snapshots shown correspond to122
a system of 180,000 rods with a volume fraction φ = 0.140123
which corresponds to phase coexistence. Further details can124
a bn
NI
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of anisotropic viscoelastic phase separation.
Spinodal decomposition leads to a bicontinuous network of isotropic (I) and ne-
matic (N). (a) Inset shows that rods align parallel to the director, indicated as nˆ. We
expect that the viscosity parallel to the director is low enough to permit flow, while
perpendicular flow is strongly suppressed. (b) Snapshot of a thin slice of a simulation
box of rods at φ = 0.140. Colours indicate the local order parameter Si of each rod
i (see SI), and range from dark blue (isotropic) to bright green (nematic).
be found in Methods and Supplementary Information (SI). 125
2. Non-sticky gels of polydisperse rods 126
Our presentation of results is as follows. First we consider the 127
phase behaviour. While the isotropic-nematic transition of 128
long rod-shaped particles has been known since the pioneer- 129
ing work of Onsager (23), our results show the importance 130
of polydispersity in broadening the coexistence gap of the 131
isotropic-nematic transition, with a nematic phase whose den- 132
sity is around nine times that of the isotropic phase (20). Note 133
that the viscosity of the nematic phase varies markedly with 134
respect to the mean rod orientation (24, 25), which has sig- 135
nificant consequences for the behaviour of the networks we 136
obtain. 137
Secondly, we consider spinodal decomposition, which we 138
demonstrate leads to a percolating network of nematic phase. 139
We then determine the dynamical asymmetry between the 140
isotropic and nematic phases and find the latter to be very 141
much more viscous than the former, for flow perpendicular to 142
the director. Finally we consider coarsening of the network. 143
We find behaviour broadly similar to that known for spinodal 144
gels formed of spheres (13, 15, 26), but we emphasise that the 145
gels we obtain should exhibit flow along channels comprised 146
by the nematic phase but that perpendicular flow should be 147
suppressed, as our simulations show that rods align parallel 148
to the nematic domains (Fig. 1). 149
A. Phase Behaviour. We present the phase diagram of our sys- 150
tem in Fig. 2. Here we consider the fraction of nematic 151
phase fnem as a function of (effective) volume fraction φ 152
obtained from bulk observations of phase coexistence (see 153
Methods). The key point is that the isotropic-nematic phase 154
coexistence is very substantially broadened due to polydis- 155
persity, as indicated in the yellow shaded region in Fig. 2. 156
Such broadening due to polydispersity is in quantitative agree- 157
ment with theoretical predictions for hard rods (21, 27). The 158
(effective) volume fractions of the isotropic and the nematic 159
phase in the coexistence were calculated by fitting the exper- 160
imental data in Fig. 2 to a straight line. The ratio of the 161
volume fractions at coexistence for our polydisperse system is 162
φcoexnem /φ
coex
iso = 0.215/0.024 = 9.00, while that for a monodis- 163
perse system of very similar aspect ratio L/D = 25, is just 164
φcoexnem /φ
coex
iso = 0.157/0.127 = 1.22 (28). Thus polydispersity 165
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Fig. 2. Gelation via isotropic-nematic spinodal decomposition in polydisperse
hard rods. The fraction of the nematic phase fnem is plotted as a function of
global volume fraction φ. Phase coexistence occurs between φcoexiso = 0.024 and
φcoexnem = 0.215 for the isotropic and nematic phases respectively and it is in this
region of the phase diagram that gelation occurs (yellow shaded region). Red data
points are experimental state points where we have determined fnem. (a) Confocal
image of nematic gel formed in a sample at an initial bulk volume fraction φ = 0.043
for a demixing time lapse of t = 2h. Bright regions indicate the nematic phase. Scale
bar represents 4 µm. (b) Gelation in a typical system of spheres with attraction.
Shown is the phase diagram in the attraction strength ε—volume fraction φ plane.
Here gelation also occurs via spinodal decomposition, but this requires sufficient
attraction for spinodal decomposition to a colloidal liquid (L) and gas (G). We require
that the volume fraction of the colloidal liquid is sufficient to exhibit slow dynamics
leading to a long-lived network. Hard spheres (without attraction ε = 0) do not form
gels. Yellow shaded region indicates colloidal liquid-gas phase coexistence. Dashed
line indicates a path for gelation.
massively increases the density difference between the isotropic166
and nematic phases.167
This quantitative agreement with the theoretical phase168
behavior for hard rods suggests that attractions are not im-169
portant, but residual attractions cannot be ruled out. How-170
ever, significant attractions along the length of the rods cause171
bundling (29, 30), while “patchy” attractions lead to the for-172
mation of a random network of rods (30). While it is hard to173
be certain of the absence of attractions, since either bundling174
or a random network would suppress the isotropic–nematic175
transition, the occurrence of the transition suggests that for176
our system neither effect is dominant. We therefore conclude177
that any attractions are weak. This is quite different to con-178
ventional gelation in spheres, where attractions drive gelation179
(1, 14).180
A further interesting observation concerns the shape of the181
nematic regions as shown in the confocal image in Fig. 2(a).182
Here the contrast is due to the much higher concentration183
of rods in the nematic compared to the isotropic phase, and184
the brightness levels are set such that isotropic appears dark.185
Nucleating nematic droplets are expected to be elongated186
in shape, approximately elliptical, but with sharp ends (i.e.187
tactoids) (31), as has been observed in experiments on more188
monodisperse systems than those we consider here (32, 33).189
Indeed the morphology of the bicontinuous network is consis-190
tent with tactoid-like objects having fused together. Thus we191
cannot rule out the formation of tactoids and their subsequent192
coalescence prior to imaging. Note also that since the rod193
width is sub-resolution, we do not obtain the local director194
field in our experimental data.195
B. Spinodal decomposition. Allied with the observation of 196
morphology distinct from that of (isolated) tactoids antici- 197
pated in the case of nucleation and growth, we find that the 198
isotropic-nematic phase separation occurs in a spinodal-like 199
fashion. Even at the shortest observation time accessible to 200
our experiments (45 s from stopping vortex mixing) and at the 201
weakest supersaturation (φ=0.021) we never observed nucle- 202
ation and growth. That is to say, we did not find nucleation of 203
nematic regions, these had always formed prior to our shortest 204
observation time. 205
Gels often exhibit a bicontinuous texture. In Fig. 3(a) we 206
show a 3d rendering of regions identified as nematic. We have 207
confirmed that the regions identified as the nematic phase 208
indeed percolate in all three dimensions and thus conclude 209
that the percolation requirement for gelation is met. Close 210
inspection of data such as that rendered in Fig. 3(a) suggests 211
some alignment of the nematic domains. We believe this to 212
be related to the capillary into which the sample is flowed 213
for imaging. Such alignment may present an opportunity to 214
produce networks whose orientation may be controlled. 215
C. Dynamics. We now turn to the dynamical asymmetry be- 216
tween the phases which is a necessary ingredient for viscoelastic 217
phase separation, i.e. spinodal gelation (2). We shall see that 218
our system exhibits a rather unusual form of dynamic asymme- 219
try, due to the anisotropic dynamics of the nematic phase. In 220
both our experiments and simulations, we measure the dynam- 221
ics in a system of either isotropic or nematic phase. In this way, 222
we probe the dynamics of the bulk phase, rather than domains 223
in the gel network. To measure the dynamical behaviour in 224
our experiments, we use a time correlation function c(t), which 225
measures the dynamics using pixel intensities (34). Because 226
the width of the rods is sub-pixel resolution (a pixel corre- 227
sponds to 240 nm), our analysis gives a coarse-grained measure 228
of the dynamics rather than probing individual rods. In the 229
nematic phase, where the particle separation is sub-resolution, 230
a number of rods contribute to each pixel. 231
In Fig. 3(b) we fit the time correlation function according 232
to a stretched exponential form c(t) = c0 exp[−(t/τ)b], where 233
c0 and b are constants, to obtain a measure of the structural 234
relaxation time. From our fitting, we determine relaxation 235
times of τiso = 270 ms for the isotropic and τnem = 202 s for 236
the nematic, thus indicating a considerable degree of dynamic 237
asymmetry of three orders of magnitude. See Methods for 238
further details. Our experimental data suggest that this dy- 239
namical asymmetry is comparable to the differences in dynamic 240
properties of fast and slow phases in gels made of spheres (15). 241
Further insight is gained from simulation data shown in Fig. 242
3(c) which suggest that the situation is profoundly different 243
to the case of spheres, in which the dynamics have no pre- 244
ferred direction. Here we compare the intermediate scattering 245
function F (k, t) (see SI) at global volume fractions φ = 0.012 246
and φ = 0.36, which correspond to the isotropic and nematic 247
phase respectively. Note that, unlike in the experiments which 248
consider a coarse-grained dynamics, here we consider the par- 249
ticle dynamics but at a similar lengthscale with respect to 250
the rod dimensions. We see that the dynamics of the nematic 251
phase is such that the relaxation time perpendicular to the 252
director is around ten times longer than that along the direc- 253
tor. At concentrations in the coexistence region, this leads 254
to a long-lived network of flowing channels, promoting the 255
lifetime of the network. The main result here is qualitative: in 256
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Fig. 3. Polydisperse hard rods exhibit the properties required for spinodal gelation: a percolating network and dynamic asymmetry. (a) 3d rendering of nematic
domains identified from a confocal microscopy image of a sample with a bulk effective volume fraction φ = 0.043 prior to phase separation. The image corresponds to
t = 993s and shows a volume with dimensions of 58× 58× 35 µm. Colours denote connected domains. Blue domain percolates the 3d image. (b) Intensity time-correlation
functions for the isotropic and nematic phases. The correlation function c(t) is detailed in the main text, and shows that the nematic phase exhibits very much slower dynamics
than does the isotropic. The lines are fits to a stretched exponential from which we extract the relaxation time for each phase. Note that here we consider a coarse-grained
description of the particle dynamics, as discussed in the text. (c) Computer simulation data for intermediate scattering functions (which characterise particle motion). Here we
distinguish the orientation in the case of the nematic between parallel and perpendicular to the director. The wavevector k = 0.789 is chosen to correspond to 240 nm, which
is the pixel size in the experiments. The volume fractions are φ = 0.012 and φ = 0.36 for the isotropic and nematic data respectively.
both experiment and simulation, nematic and isotropic phases257
have strong dynamical contrast. Thus we argue that three key258
ingredients for gelation are present: spinodal decomposition259
leading to a bicontinuous (percolating) network of nematic260
and isotropic domains [criteria (i) and (iii)] and dynamical261
contrast between the two phases [criterion (ii)]. By analogy262
to work with spheres (14), within each phase, we expect the263
molecular dynamics to be a reasonable description of the real264
dynamics. Below, we consider the time-evolution (aging) of265
this non-equilibrium system, criterion (iv).266
Not all volume fractions in the simulations map to those267
in the corresponding experiments. In particular we find the268
isotropic phase at somewhat higher volume fraction than in269
the experiments. We note that determining effective volume270
fractions in experiments is a challenging task (35), not to271
mention that the gels formed are of course out of equilibrium,272
so we would not necessarily expect a perfect mapping. We leave273
the accurate determination of the equilibrium phase diagram274
of this system to the future, noting that the network which275
forms is out of equilibrium, and that the experiments and276
simulations do follow different dynamics, which can influence277
the network formation (36).278
D. Coarsening. A further key feature of gels formed by spin-279
odal decomposition is that they coarsen over time, and this is280
governed by the dynamics of the more viscous phase (2, 15, 26).281
Our system is no exception and in Fig. 4 we present the coars-282
ening behaviour at different volume fractions in the coexistence283
region (see Methods). The confocal images and 3d renderings284
in Figs. 4(a) and (b) reveal structural evolution of the nematic285
network for φ = 0.043 at t = 149 and 993 s from the start286
of the experiment. To obtain a quantitative description of287
coarsening, we determine a lengthscale from the domain size.288
To do this we fit h(r) = g(r) − 1 with an exponential decay289
h(r) = A exp(−r/ξ) where A is a constant and ξ is a correla-290
tion length which measures the extent of the nematic domains.291
Here g(r) is the pixel based radial distribution function (see292
SI). Note that we have imposed a spherically symmetric length-293
scale on a system of anisotropic particles. The lengthscales294
resulting from fitting of h(r) are shown in Fig. 4(d) for a range295
of rod volume fractions. At early times, for our deepest quench296
(φ = 0.066), the initial growth rate has an exponent > 1/2 297
[solid line in Fig. 4(d)]. This is faster growth than for gels 298
formed of spheres (15, 37), but at longer times and for weaker 299
quenches, the growth rate is reduced and for certain values is 300
compatible with that of diffusive growth of 1/3 [dashed line in 301
Fig. 4(d)]. We carry out a similar analysis for the simulation 302
data at φ = 0.140, which is in the coexistence region [see 303
Fig. 1(b))]. The correlation functions h(r) here are based on 304
the correlations of the rod centres, and fitted with exponentials 305
to obtain a correlation length ξ. These lengths are plotted in 306
Fig. 4(d) with the time scaled to the experiments by using the 307
relaxation time in the isotropic phase τI to fix the timescale 308
for both simulations and experiments. We see very similar 309
time-evolution between the simulations and experiments. This 310
is supportive of the idea that any residual attractions in the 311
experimental system are unimportant, however our choice of 312
dynamics in the simulations may affect the rate of coarsening. 313
Overall, the clear observation of coarsening satisfies criterion 314
iv for the time-evolution of gels. 315
3. Conclusion and discussion 316
We have argued that the properties of particulate gels, which 317
have until now been associated with systems of attractive 318
particles can in fact be realised with polydisperse colloidal 319
rods without significant attractions. By conceptual arguments, 320
based on the dynamical contrast between the isotropic and 321
nematic phases and spinodal demixing, we have made the case 322
that such gels may be found in systems of rods with sufficient 323
polydispersity, with the novel feature that the viscosity of the 324
nematic network is anisotropic: material can flow along the 325
interior of the “arms” of the network. 326
This prediction we have realised using a colloidal model sys- 327
tem of polydisperse rods of sepiolite clay. We have presented 328
four key pieces of evidence in support of our claim, which we 329
have supported with molecular dynamics simulations. Firstly, 330
the system undergoes spinodal decomposition. Secondly, the 331
phase coexistence in these polydisperse hard rods is broad 332
enough that the density of the nematic phase (around 9 times 333
higher than the coexisting isotropic phase) is sufficient that 334
significant dynamic contrast between the phases is expected. 335
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Fig. 4. Time-evolution of the system. Confocal images for a bulk volume fraction of, i.e. prior to demixing φ = 0.043, at 149 s (a) and 993 s (b) showing coarsening of the
network. Scale bars represent 10 µm. Insets in (a) and (b) correspond to 3d renderings of each sample where connectivity is clearly shown. The 3d volumes have dimensions
58× 58× 58 µm. Insets show renderings of the full 3d image. (c) Pair correlation functions h(r) plotted at the times shown in seconds for φ = 0.066 (thick solid lines).
These are fitted with a decaying exponential (dashed lines) as described in the text. (d) Quantifying coarsening with the correlation length obtained from pair correlation h(r)
fitting. Grey solid line indicates an exponent of 1/2, dashed line 1/3 as indicated. Bulk rod volume fractions are indicated for the experimental data.
We determine the dynamic contrast, with the nematic phase336
being much more viscous than the isotropic phase in our ex-337
periments, while our simulation data reveals strong anisotropy338
in the dynamics of the nematic phase. In particular, we find339
that the rods can readily diffuse along the director, but ex-340
hibit significant dynamic slowing perpendicular to the director.341
Thirdly, we have shown that the nematic phase percolates.342
Finally, we find coarsening behaviour of the nematic domains,343
which is characteristic of domain coarsening in spinodal gels.344
We thus demonstrate a new class of non-sticky gels.345
We note a novel feature of our system distinct from gels346
formed of spheres. In the case of spheres, as indicated in347
the phase diagram of Fig. 2(b), the density of the colloid-348
rich phase is a strong function of attraction strength and at349
high density the dynamics of spheres is a strong function of350
density (15). Thus, in addition to the effects of changing351
the interactions between the particles, the attraction strength352
provides a parameter by which the density of the colloid-353
rich network may be controlled. In particular, one finds that354
moving deeper in the gel region of the phase diagram upon355
increasing the attraction, that the rate of coarsening slows356
drastically, owing to the slower dynamics of the increasingly357
dense colloid-rich phase of spheres (2, 15).358
In the case of our rods, the situation is profoundly different.359
In this athermal system, the rod volume fraction of the nematic360
phase at phase coexistence is fixed at φcoexnem = 0.215. We see in361
Fig. 4 that, rather than slowing down upon moving deeper into362
the gel region by increasing φ (the global rod volume fraction),363
the rate of coarsening actually accelerates. We presume this is364
due either to the increased thermodynamic driving force for365
phase separation upon increasing volume fraction or to some366
coupling between the dynamic anisotropy of the nematic phase367
and the size of the domains. It would be very interesting to368
explore whether the same behaviour might occur in the case369
of spheres by moving horizontally across the gel region of the370
phase diagram in the (ε, φ) plane, as indicated by the dashed371
black line in Fig. 2(b), rather than vertically by changing the372
attraction strength ε as is usually done.373
It is possible to add attraction between the particles to this374
system by adding polymers (29). Upon adding polymer, we375
expect a broadening of the isotropic-nematic phase coexistence376
(38). Under these conditions we expect that the gelation we377
observe here would be even more marked because the dynamic 378
contrast between the phases would be even larger. This further 379
leads to the question as to whether a more polydisperse system 380
than those we have considered would in fact lead to a nematic 381
phase with even slower dynamics than that we observe here. 382
A natural extension of this work is to enquire whether such 383
behaviour is restricted to rod-like particles. We expect that 384
this “non-sticky” gelation may be exhibited by a variety of 385
anisotropic particles, which exhibit a phase coexistence gap 386
such that the viscosity of the coexisting phases is sufficiently 387
different. The dynamic anisotropy of course depends on the 388
shape of the particles, but we expect that plate-like particles 389
may exhibit comparable behaviour, if the coexistence gap 390
between their isotropic and nematic phases is large enough. 391
More generally, the phase behaviour of a large variety of 392
anisotropic hard particles has recently been calculated (39, 40). 393
Determination of coexistence gaps, and particularly dynamic 394
contrast between their coexisting phases, likely in the case of 395
polydispersity, may show that a wide range of particle shapes 396
exhibit non-sticky gelation. 397
Materials and Methods 398
399
Sample preparation. Colloidal rod suspensions were made using sepi- 400
olite mineral clay particles. The zeolitic water was displaced by the 401
fluorescent dye acridine orange (41). The dye-doped particles were 402
treated with surfactant cetyltrimethylammonium bromide solution 403
in deionized water and centrifuged. The clay particles were dis- 404
persed in toluene and stabilized using a polymer coating of SAP230 405
(Infineum, UK). Further details can be found in the SI. 406
Time correlation functions. The dynamics of the system were char- 407
acterised using time sequences of xy images. The time resolved 408
correlation (TRC) technique (34) was used in images at t′ and t′ + t 409
values, where t represents the time over which the correlation is 410
made. This technique measures the change in configuration by 411
calculating the degree of correlation in the images. This correlation 412
is calculated using individual pixel intensity values I(r, t) of the 413
images captured, and can be written as 414
Ci(t, t′) =
〈I(r, t′)I(r, t′ + t)〉pix
〈I(r, t′)〉pix〈I(r, t′ + t)〉pix
− 1. [1] 415
〈〉pix indicates average over all the pixels in the image. The correla- 416
tion index Ci(t, t′) can be normalized as c(t, t′) = Ci(t, t′)/Ci(0, t′) 417
to obtain a measurement of the relaxation time in each phase. 418
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To obtain fully demixed isotropic and nematic phases, a suspen-419
sion in the coexistence regime was allowed to phase separate in a420
capillary for 48 h. This compares to the timescale of the gel which421
is several hours. Each phase was imaged far from the interface and422
the walls of the capillary. Two different time steps τ were chosen:423
0.020 s for the isotropic phase and 1.0 s for the nematic phase. The424
data in Fig. 3(b) has been corrected to account for noise in the425
intensity measured with the confocal microscope. This was made426
by normalizing the c(t) values obtained with the first point in the427
correlation curve. To make the dynamic contrast clear, we subtract428
the constant value that c(t→∞) approaches at long times, prior429
to the fitting in Fig. 3(b). The pixel size of the images used was430
close to 240 nm, around eight times the rod diameter. This sets the431
lengthscale over which the dynamics are probed in Fig. 3(b).432
Computer simulations. We modelled our colloidal rods as linear rigid433
bodies composed of a number of spheres of mass m that interact434
only with the spheres of neighbouring rods via a Weeks-Chandler-435
Andersen potential,436
uWCA(r) =
{
4
[(
σ
r
)12 − (σ
r
)6]+  r < 21/6σ,
0 r ≥ 21/6σ,
[2]437
where r is the center-of-mass distance between two spheres, σ is the438
approximated diameter of the repulsive core and  is the strength439
of the interaction in units of kBT . For simplicity we have set  = 1440
and σ = 1, and the unit of time τsim =
√
mσ2/kBT . Two spheres441
were used for each rod segment of length 1σ, giving a total of442
3,117,060 spheres for the small box of 65,000 rods and 8,632,884443
spheres for the large box of 180,000 rods. The volume fractions444
were calculated by modelling the rods as hard spherocylinders with445
diameter D = σ = 1 to approximate the hard core.446
For our simulations we used the open source MD simulation447
package LAMMPS (42), which has a dynamical integrator for rigid448
bodies (43, 44). To simulate our experimental conditions, we first449
equilibrated a system of polydisperse rods at a low volume fraction450
(φ<0.01) in a NVT ensemble using a Nóse-Hoover thermostat with451
chains (45). After this, an NPT ensemble with a Nóse-Hoover452
barostat and thermostat with chains was used to reach the desired453
concentrations. A final production run was carried out in an NVT454
ensemble. Two simulation time steps were used. For the sample455
preparation up to the desired volume fraction the time step was456
fixed to δt = 0.001 τsim. The production run was carried out457
using δt = 0.005 τsim. Total simulation times were of 2× 104 τsim458
to 6 × 104 τsim depending on the box size and packing fraction.459
Periodic boundary conditions are applied. All data plotted in this460
work can be downloaded from https://data.bris.ac.uk/data/XXXX.461
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